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The UltraMind Solution: Fix Your
Broken Brain By Healing Your Body
First

As America enters the aging age, The Ultra Mind Solution speaks directly to the massive generation
of boomers who, for the first time, are encountering diminishing memory and focus, among other
affects of life on earth and the human brain. Like all of Dr. Hyman's work, this latest installment in
the Ultra series teaches listeners how to use the body as well as how to heal the body, this time
making lifestyle changes that will foster brain function, including memory, mood, and attention span
as well as battle everything from brain fatigue to depression.Like all of Dr. Hyman's titles, The Ultra
Mind Solution includes the Seven Keys to Brain Health and a simples six week program that will
cleanse, heal and strengthen the brain. Each section has a quiz for the listener to access the affect
of each particular key on their brain function, provides a list of diagnostic tests for clinical treatments
as well as a how to implement healing solutions from changes in nutrition to supplements,
hormones, detoxification, and fighting brain "allergies."
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One of my guiding principles has always been: Never read a book that has the word "ultra" in the
title.However, interesting perspectives on diet & health intrigue me, & when I saw endorsements
from such respected doctors as Dean Ornish, Christiane Northrup & Mehmet Oz, I decided to break
my rule and plunge into The UltraMind Solution.I'm glad I did, for this book is an engaging read
that's full of cutting edge science & practical advice. Dr. Mark Hyman has been on a mission to do
medicine & health differently since conventional medical thinking failed him in his own debilitating
illness twelve years ago. He convincingly argues that maintaining the body's health is essential for

the brain's well-being, and that many mental & psychological disorders can be rooted in physical,
biochemical derangements in the body's health & metabolism.In part one of the book he details the
background: his personal story which led to his changed philosophy & practice of medicine. He is an
advocate of what is termed functional medicine, a relatively new discipline which focuses on not the
established "label the disease, give it a drug" approach but "find what's functionally wrong behind
the patient's symptoms, then correct the body's metabolism back to optimum function."The second
part of the book contain the outline of his "Seven Keys to UltraWellness" (argh! there's that word
again!). He covers optimizing nutrition, balancing hormones, reducing inflammation throughout the
body, fixing digestive tract problems, enhancing the body's detoxification, boosting energy
metabolism, & calming the mind itself. The third part of the book covers a six week plan to initiate
many of these changes, while the fourth part goes into specifics for each of his seven key areas.

A little over a year ago I had my second child. I worked hard at eating healthy while I was at home
for the first three months, and I was quite successful, but when I returned to work full time I felt to
busy to continue my healthy lifestyle. For lunch I would eat packaged, frozen entrees or even worse
go to our hospital cafeteria and have grilled cheese sandwich with french fries and a soda, this was
happening three to four times a week. On my way home, I would stop by the store and pick up
dinner that was already prepared or food that was pre-packaged so all I had to do was heat it up.
This was no way to teach my kids healthy eating. I have a petite frame and was not overweight by
any means but I could tell I was slowly getting thicker around the middle, in addition, I constantly felt
tired, unfocused, and distracted. Every time I ate I felt sick, almost like a feeling of being hung-over
but without drinking. I decided it was time to change how I, and my family, ate. I have heard of the
healing power of food and I decided it was time to try the benefits of whole, unprocessed
foods.Upon starting this program, I decided I had to commit myself wholly. I began by doing all my
grocery shopping in Sundays as well as cutting up all my fruits and vegetable so they were easily
accessible. I also planned out my breakfast, lunch, and dinner menus in writing for the entire week
and stuck to them. I will admit the first week was hard; giving up sugar and my biggest food
obsession - soda. After the first week it became easier and easier. As the program continued, my
mind felt clearer; I felt sharper at work.
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